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Description 

If you've ever designed the zoning of a building, any building, you know that functionality of 
spaces can be more important than anything. The more standardized operation and 
maintenance is, the more organized is the set of rules you have to take into consideration. 
Examples have been given in the past regarding stadiums, airports, and terminal stations. 

Generative design is the way of translating into computer language that which happens in your 
mind: a set of conditions that needs to be respected in order for your project to work. 

A hotel room is one of those distinctively rule-based spaces—there are a group of standardized 
key factors that govern its exact configuration. Once you determine those rules, you can use 
them to create the framework for a rapid generative exploration of alternatives, highlight 
discordances rapidly between brief expectations and the given boundaries, and check and 
double-check your ideas against operational routines. 

This class will show you how. 
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Your AU Expert(s) 
Interior designer, construction-site animal, writer, and Building 
Information Modeling (BIM) coordinator, Chiara Rizzarda started 
using Revit software in 2008. Then life took over. Acting as site 
surveyor for a leading designer, she worked on projects basking in 
historical heritage around Europe and the Middle East. After settling 
down, she opened Revit software again, and Italy seemed ready for 
BIM. She started working as a BIM coordinator, and currently 
employs BIM even to make coffee. She went back to living in Milan, 
Italy, where she was born. Her pronunciation has gotten so confused 
in her many travels that nobody believes she’s Italian. She’s an 

Autodesk Certified Instructor, and currently gives lectures and teaches Revit software in 
northern Italy. Rizzarda holds the position of BIM coordinator at Citterio Viel & Partners, the 
leading architectural and design firm in Italy, and she was an Autodesk Customer Success Story 
in 2015. 
 
 

Claudio Vittori Antisari is an architect specialized in BIM and 
computational design, currently working as BIM manager at 
Citterio-Viel & Partners, a full-BIM leading architectural firm based in 
Milan, Italy. During his last 7 years of experience, he has had the 
opportunity to work in various  BIM roles in different world 
areas—from BIM researcher to BIM consultant up to BIM manager. 
This exposure has given him a deep understanding of the BIM 
process for architectural offices. Nowadays he spends most of his 
time helping architects to improve efficiency and effectiveness in 
building design. He participates actively in the BIM national debate, 

taking part in BIM-related events and conferences, participating in university research groups, 
and giving his consultancy to governance projects. 
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Intro: on parametric and generative design 
When it comes to BIM, we of the construction industry often turn to automotive and aircraft 
design for inspiration and help. Parametric design and informative modeling come down from 
there and lots of the softwares used in our industry are spin-offs from software used in that 
sector. 

 
3-VIEW OF THE DASSAULT-BREGUET MIRAGE 2000 C/RDI FIGHTER JET 

THE SAME SOFTWARE USED FOR THIS AIRCRAFT WAS USED TO DESIGN RATHER ICONIC BUILDINGS 
 

Anyway, when we look at the automotive industry for reference we’re not unaware of the 
differences: as Whitehead and Aish theorize, the main important characteristics that make 
information modelling so successful for aircraft design are the following: 
- Concepts stick to defined configurations and change slowly; 
- A single design with minor variations is used for massive production runs. 

The mechanical industry bases its efficiency on the optimization of mass production: one single 
prototype gets analized and developed in all details, and then produced in a standardized run of 
thousands of pieces. While concept steadiness allows for design processes to be more 
productive, massive production generates an almost immediate Return on Investment that 
permits an actual investment on more complex and expensive methods, such as Information 
Modelling. 

The construction industry, on the other hand, designs a single product, and in doing so it might 
use standardized components, but their assembly and the craftsmanship needed in construction 
is far from being standard. 
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There are, anyway, certain root similarities to be found between the key aspects of the 
automotive industry and some specific buildings. 

Designing spaces and Buildings using Parametric Rules 
If you've ever designed the zoning of a building, any building, you know that functionality of 
spaces can be more important than anything. Examples have been given in the past, again 
about: 

- sports stadiums, 
- airports; 
- terminal stations. 

 

A few examples, coming from the real world 
In 1950s, Italian archìtect Luigi Moretti invented the expression “parametric architecture” 
while trying to explain a concept in which «”parameters” and their interrelations become 
the expression, the code of the new architectural language, the “structure” in its original 
and strict sense, defining forms that carry out functions». Along with his fellow 
mathematician Bruno De Finetti, they generated a set of sports stadiums feeding 
different parameters to a personal computer of their age: the IBM 610. In 1960, they 
presented some results of their research at the XII Triennale di Milano, during an 
exhibition specifically titled “Architettura Parametrica”. Their best known work is the form 
of a soccer stadium in which every spectator has an equal possibility of enjoying the 
game. 
 

 
LUIGI MORETTI (ARCHITECT) AND BRUNO DE FINETTI (MATHEMATICIAN): 

PARAMETRIC STADIUM FOR THE XII TRIENNALE DI MILANO 
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Since then, stadiums have been among the most explored typologies of computational design. It 
is impossible not to mention J. Parrish, director of ArupSport, founding member of the 
SmartGeometry group with Hugh Whiteash, and his contribution to the development of buildings 
such as the Sydney Olympic Stadium (1999) and the Allianz Arena (2005) in Munich. More 
recently, Robert Aish, Kristina Shea, and Marina Gourtovaia used the example of the roof for a 
stadium in their research paper “Towards integrated performance-driven generative design 
tools: Automation in Construction”, found at 
https://autodeskresearch.com/publications/integratedgenerativetools. 
For a breakdown of the many types of Generative Design, see also: 
http://www.autodesk.com/solutions/generative-design. 
 

 
THE “NEW WAY” OF GENERATIVE DESIGN 

(PART OF THE GENERATIVE DESIGN INFOGRAPHIC BY KYLEE SWENSON FOR AUTODESK, ON REDSHIFT) 
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Rules set for hotels: Building efficiency in Hotel Design 
As odd as it might seem, a hotel is a rule-based building as much as a stadium. It’s just more 
complex in terms of: 

- behaviour, because activities in a stadium can be broken down to three/four sets and a 
hotel as a whole matrix of possible activities; 

- geometry, as a hotel does not have the underlying simplicity of the geometrical field to 
guide its shape. 

 
As Operational Costs have a great impact on the hotel industry, however, building efficiency is 
crucial and has always been a main focus while designing these kind of spaces. Some of the 
driving rules can be organized into a parametric framework. In this class we’ll see the 
application of a few of them. 
 
Parametric design for High-End Hotel Rooms 
A hotel is a complex ecosystem of guestrooms, public spaces, variation of types common to 
other sectors (shops, restaurants,wellbeing centres) and a whole net of operational spaces that 
would take far too much time to analyze in detail. 
 

 
FRONT OF HOUSE OF A SAMPLE HOTEL (BREAKDOWN): 

GUESTROOMS OCCUPY OF COURSE THE MAJORITY OF ALLOCATED SPACE 
(DATA REFERRING TO AN EXAMPLE OF HOTEL IN LONDON) 
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Also, hotels of different ratings need to accommodate different behavioural patterns and follow 
different rules. The focus for this example is the standard guestroom, the basic unit  from which 
income is generated. Within a given module, the guestroom needs to be highly efficient in itself, 
presenting one of the main challenges to the designer. Also, as the standard guestroom is a 
module that gets repeated hundreds of times within a building, inefficiencies have a great 
potential for disaster. 
 

 
STANDARD ROOMS ARE, BY DEFINITION, THE BASIC AND MOST REPEATED UNITS IN A HOTEL 

(DATA REFERRING TO AN EXAMPLE OF HOTEL IN PARIS) 
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Different design for rooms: a parametric comparison 
While designing a hotel room, there are few but limited configurations you can adopt and apply: 
the following examples are plans taken from different hotels designed for different parts of the 
world. 

 
FIVE EXAMPLES OF HOTEL ROOM LAYOUTS FROM DIFFERENT PARTS OF THE WORLD 

 

Where are the key elements 
Merely by observing sets of plans for different hotels from a zoning perspective, it’s 
immediately clear that all those configurations can be broken down to three and, 
ultimately, to one single basic question. What we are doing here is, in a certain way, a 
reverse-engineering of the design process in its earlier phases, so that we can 
understand it and apply it in a parametric fashion. 

As odd as it might seem at first glance, the guiding key element of a hotel guestroom is 
the bathroom, and not the bed area. It has peculiar elements with a given size and 
shape, and cannot be moved around much because of ergonomic reasons that are 
rather compelling. It’s also a space in which system engineering is more complex: 
there’s plumbing and venting to be taken into consideration, waterproofing and special 
heating systems. For all these reasons, the bathroom area can often turn out to be the 
most expensive and luxurious feature of the room. 

 
DIFFERENT DISTRIBUTIONS COME DOWN TO ONE SINGLE QUESTION: WHERE IS THE BATHROOM? 
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From an operator point of view, the size and equipment of the bathroom is one of the 
main comfort indexes of your room, ultimately defining how much you can charge for it. 
From a guest point of view, the bathroom is the first thing you look at when you get into a 
new room, ultimately defining if you are going to stay or not. 
From a designer’s point of view, the bathroom is the first thing you define and place in a 
room module, ultimately defining if the matrix breakdown works or if it needs to be 
discussed. 
Therefore, we’ll start from the bathroom too. 

 
 
From a Designer’s Perspective 
The first things you need to do when designing anything are: 

- reading the client’s brief; 
- taking some basic decisions in terms of project philosophy. 

In the simulated situation, the client’s brief will give us details on the kind and size of elements 
to be placed, while the driving choice will be to have the bath in a linear configuration, away 
from the window. 
The room configuration we’ll examine is also the most frequent: sometimes you just don’t have 
two windows in order to give one to the bathroom. 

 
THE SINGLE MODULE OFTEN HAS A SINGLE WINDOW 
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Generating Key Elements 
Key elements are usually defined in what is called a “design handbook”, provided by the client 
along with some basic rules. 
Even in a world that has gone full BIM, the client will most likely not use Revit. Nonetheless, in 
such a world these rules could come in such a shape and format that can be fed into a 
parametric software. For instance, it might be possible to throw into Revit some data from a 
spreadsheet using a workflow that involves Flux. 
 

 
STARTING FROM THE BRIEF, THE SINGLE ELEMENTS ARE THE BRICKS UPON WHICH THE PARAMETRIC SPACE WILL BE BUILT 

 

 
USING THE FLUX.IO PLUG-IN FOR MICROSOFT EXCEL OR GOOGLE SHEETS, 

YOU CAN SEND DATA TO YOUR PROJECT IN CLOUD 
 

 
WITH THE FLUX PACKAGE FOR DYNAMO, YOU CAN GET YOUR LIST OF PARAMETERS INTO REVIT 
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Let’s take a shower: a single parametric family 
In order to generate a configuration of a bathroom, we need to: 

- generate parametrically the main elements according to the client’s brief; 
- cross-check them against the market’s manufacturing capabilities. 

 
To create a single parametric family, you’ll need to use boolean formulas. A boolean formula is 
the basic formula that, given a condition or a set of conditions, chooses between two simple 
actions: one if the condition is satisfied and the other one if the condition is not. 
 

 
TWO SAMPLES OF BOOLEAN FORMULA, FOR A DIMENSION AND FOR A SIMPLE VISIBILITY PARAMETER 

 

 
THE RESULT OF THIS GENERATION IS A SET OF FAMILIES, EACH WITH THE CORRECT DIMENSIONS AS PER BRIEF 
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A step upward: parametric rules within a Revit model 
With the introduction of global parameters in Revit 2016, the use of parameters in 
families has been extended, as a possibility, also in project files without the use of 
scripting. 
 

 
ON THE USE OF GLOBAL PARAMETERS, SEE THE AUTODESK KNOWLEDGE NETWORK 

 

 
GLOBAL PARAMETERS ARE IN THE MANAGE TAB 

AND ARE A DIFFERENT SET FROM PROJECT AND SHARED PARAMETERS 
 
In order to generate the bathroom, these elements are needed in terms of global parameters. 
 

 
THE MAIN PARAMETERS THAT DETERMINE THE BATHROOM DESIGN  
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Designing the Whole Room... 
When the bathroom is designed, its configuration needs to be placed inside the main room unit 
and the unit is usually generated from fixed inputs. 
 

- Width comes down directly from the structural engineer, since the most efficient room 
unit is the one respecting the structural width; 

- Depth ultimately comes down from the main building depth minus corridor width and 
core width/position. 

 

 
CONSTRUCTION OF A HOTEL IN ISRAEL: 

WHEN STRUCTURES ARE IN PLACE, THERE ISN’T MUCH SPACE LEFT FOR MODULE FLEXIBILITY 
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...and checking it 
When the bathroom unit has been placed, the other elements need to be positioned. 

- bed unit, generated parametrically in accordance with the client’s brief; 
- wardrobe and desk, if and when required. 

 
As with the shower, these elements need to be previously created with parametric rules that are 
comparable from one to the other. 
 

  
ON THE USE OF SHARED PARAMETERS, SEE THE AUTODESK KNOWLEDGE NETWORK 
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Bed rules 
Just as the shower, the bed element is made up of a rather standardized set of 
dimensions and minimum clearance dimensions around it that need to come from the 
client. The designer’s input in this phase can be to determine what is fixed and what is 
adjustable. 

 
MATRIX FOR THE DIFFERENT KINDS OF BEDS 

 

Issues to be solved 
Not everything goes as smoothly as planned, and this is where the designed steps come 
in, after having defined the basic rules. 
If the workflow was designed correctly, however, the possible outcomes are two: 

- geometrical conditions are checked against and feasibility itself is under 
discussion; 

- the main concept can be salvaged by taking action on certain buffer areas. 
Buffer areas are defined by the designer and can be, for instance, the width or position 
of the wardrobe. The only limit applied hereby is the designer’s experience and 
creativity. 
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Back to the Client 
In a world that has gone full BIM (again), a designer would be able not only to generate his 
design parametrically but also to deliver an informative model to the client, and the client himself 
would be able to run his own parametric tests. The computations a client needs to generate are 
of course different from the ones needed by the designer. 
 

Step it up: what to check in a whole floor 
Assuming that the computational design has gone right with the designer, an informative model 
can be delivered, for instance, of a whole hotel level. In a traditional process, the client often 
stays unaware of the project’s status until the concept phase delivery. Not too differently from 
the Schrödinger paradox, the client is incapable of knowing if the project is in compliance with 
specifications, metaphorically alive or dead, until he opens the box. 
 

 
A TRADITIONAL PROCESS 

 
In a BIM process, this approach is tragically unfruitful: as the MacLeamy curve teaches us, a lot 
of effort is put into the very first phase and, while variations in concept are still relatively easy to 
apply, a tremendous benefit can be drawn from the client’s involvement from the very first 
phases so that the cat (i.e. the project) can be kept alive and well. 
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A BIM PROCESS KEEPS THE CAT ALIVE 

 

Distribution and Core Efficiency 
One of the first things that is checked on a floor is how distribution works. Lots of scripts 
have been developed in the years on how to automatically calculate escape routes. See 
for example a demonstration on egress paths and minimum travel distances by Paolo 
Emilio Serra: 
http://puntorevit.blogspot.it/2016/04/egress-path-and-minimum-travel-distance.html  
 

 
PAOLO E. SERRA, EGRESS PATH AND MINIMUM TRAVEL DISTANCE WITH DYNAMO 
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Another computation of great significance that is possible to achieve is in terms of 
surface: the surface allocated to distribution can be checked against the overall surface, 
in order to check what is called “efficiency”. 

 
CIRCULATION OF A TYPICAL FLOOR 

 

 
CORE EFFICIENCY: DATA EXTRACTED AND RESULTING DIAGRAMS VIA DYNAMO AND FLUX 
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Devil’s in the Details 
While checking a design for efficiency, the client’s interest does not stop with the more obvious 
elements. There are certain details that, either for particular relevance in themselves or for their 
repetition within the project, become key elements regardless of their size. 
Just as it happened with the designer, this is a field where experience is crucial in order to scout 
out and isolate these key elements to be checked. 

 

 
COMBINED WITH LUXURY DESIGN SOLUTIONS AND REPETITION ON A GREAT SCALE, THIS SEEMINGLY IRRELEVANT EQUIPMENT CAN 

PROVE CRUCIAL TO OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE 
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Let’s Sum it Up 
What we just hinted at, is a framework. 
But what is a framework exactly? 
A framework is defined as a structure, a logic architecture of support, the logic implementation 
of a design pattern. 
Designing a framework needs a designer. 
Operating a framework, also, is a creative action and needs to be approached as an act of 
creation: it’s all about understanding and making decisions. Specifically: 

- You need to understand your rules; 
- You need to decide which ones should be automated. 

 
 

 
OUR WORKFLOW 

 
And then what? 
 

Think Parametric 
Regardless of the instruments we used, this process can be smooth and efficient only if all the 
involved parties think and communicate in terms of data and parameters. The client needs to 
provide the designer with a structured brief, the designer needs to respond with a digital output 
including rules and information the client will be able to understand and relate to. 
This is where the designer’s experience becomes crucial: only someone who has operated a 
long time in the industry can have the necessary experience to highlight and isolate the main 
rules lying under the surface of what is being called “design”. The relationship between objects 
needs to migrate from intuition to a more systematic approach. 
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Craft your own Instruments 
We talk about instruments, and not tools, for a philosophically crucial reason: while a tool is 
something like a hammer, and plays a crucial role in helping us do better something we already 
did before its invention, an instrument is something that goes beyond. 
As Russian historian of science Alexandr Koyré theorized, tools merely extend our capability to 
do something in physical terms. On the other hand, instruments are the «embodiment of the 
mind», «materialization of thought». They are created following a revolution in thought and 
process and this shift in conscience couldn’t exist beforehand.  In Koyré’s vision of science and 
technology, we didn’t find out that we live in an infinite universe because we invented the 
telescope: we came to invent the telescope because we already had a suspicion it was. 
Same thing goes with generative and computational design… and, ultimately, Building 
Information Modelling. We have an urge to solve increasingly complex problems and we came 
up with a set of instruments that help us solve those problems. 
 
For this class we used: 

- Revit; 
- Dynamo; 
- Flux; 
- Microsoft Excel; 
- Google Drive; 
- Venngage. 

 
Which instruments you craft for your practice is completely up to you. 
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